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In a previous work, we established the existence of finite dimensional attractors 
for partly dissipative reaction-diffusion systems of two types: systems with a polyno- 
mial growth nonlinearity and systems admitting an invariant region. The aim of 
this article is to show that these problems possess inertial manifolds in space dimen- 
sion n < 2. These inertial manifolds contain the universal attractor, attract exponen- 
trally all the soluuans as time goes to infinity, and, due to the weak dissipation, are 
here infinite dimensional. Our results are applied to several classical systems 
borrowed from mathematical biology, physics, and chemistry. 0 1989 Academic PISS. 
1nc 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the main problems in the theory of nonlinear partial differential 
equations is the study of the behaviour of their trajectories as time goes to 
infinity. It is now well known that, for many dissipative equations, this 
behaviour can be described by a “universal” attractor with finite Hausdorff 
and fractal dimensions; this attractor is the largest bounded invariant set 
and it attracts all the bounded sets (see Temam [lo] for an extensive 
review on the subject). The concept of inertial manifold for evolutionary 
equations introduced recently by Foias, Sell and Temam [S] allows one to 
go further in the study of the long-time behaviour of the solutions. These 
manifolds, which are finite dimensional Lipschitz manifolds, contain the 
universal attractor and attract exponentially all the solutions of the system 
under consideration; moreover, the dynamics in some absorbing set, when 
restricted to the inertial manifold, reduces to a finite dimensional ordinary 
differential equation, called an inertial form of the given evolutionary 
equation. 
Concerning reaction-diffusion equations, the existence results of [S] 
apply to systems with locally Lipschitz nonlinearities in space dimension 
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n <2; the restriction on the space dimension comes from a spectral gap 
condition which is not satisfied any more if n > 2. In [6], Mallet-Paret and 
Sell give a different construction of an inertial manifold for a scalar reac- 
tion-diffusion equation and derive an existence result for n = 3. Let us also 
mention the earlier work of Conway, Hoff and Smoller [2] for equations 
with high diffusivity where the existence of an inertial manifold is shown 
implicitly. 
Our aim here is to study the inertial manifolds associated to some partly 
dissipative reaction-diffusion systems, i.e., to reaction-diffusion systems with 
vanishing diffusion coefficients; we investigate thereby systems of ordinary 
differential equations coupled with partial differential equations. We shall 
consider two classes of problems: systems with a polynomial growth non- 
linearity and systems admitting a positively invariant region. In a previous 
work [7], we established the existence of a finite dimensional universal 
attractor for these problems. Such systems do not enter into the abstract 
framework of [5] in particular because the corresponding semi-group is 
not compact. Due to this lack of compactness, our definition of an inertial 
manifold differs from the one in [S] since we allow here the inertial 
manifold to be infinite dimensional (with a nontrivial finite dimensional 
part and a trivial infinite dimensional part). In space dimension n < 2, we 
prove the existence of an infinite dimensional Lipschitz manifold which 
attracts exponentially all the solutions and contains the universal attractor; 
the corresponding inertial form is an infinite dimensional system of 
ordinary differential equations. Our results apply in particular to several 
classical systems such as the nerve equations (Hodgkin-Huxley equations 
and FitzHugh-Nagumo equations), some equations related to the combus- 
tion of solids, and the Feld-Noyes equations arising in chemical kinetics. 
The paper is organized as follows. We establish in Part I an invariant 
manifold theorem. This result, which applies to an abstract differential 
system, deals with the existence of an invariant manifold which attracts 
exponentially all the solutions; the precise assumptions on the equations 
and the theorem are stated in Section 1. Section 2 is devoted to the proof 
of this theorem. It relies on a remarkable property of the solutions-the 
cone property-which was first introduced in Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell and 
Temam [4] for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and is extended here 
to the equations that we study. We then apply in Part II the invariant 
manifold theorem to derive the existence of inertial manifolds for partly 
dissipative reaction-diffusion systems. We first investigate in Section 3 
systems with a polynomial growth nonlinearity of arbitrary order. We then 
consider in Section 4 systems admitting a positively invariant region; our 
results are finally applied to the examples mentioned above. 
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I. ATTRACTING INVARIANT MANIFOLDS: 
AN ABSTRACT RESULT 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
The nonlinear evolution equation we will study involves a vector 
function y = (u, u) and has the form 
du 
z+Au+F(u, o)=O, 
dv 
z + G(u, u) = 0. 
(1.1) 
Here, we are given two Hilbert spaces & , ( ., . ), and X2, ( ., )Z. The 
operator A is a linear unbounded positive self-adjoint operator in Xi with 
domain D(A) c yi” and we assume that A ~ ’ is compact in Z1. Recall that 
under these hypotheses one can define the powers A” of A for s E [w and 
that the space D(A”) is a Hilbert space when endowed with the norm 
IA”ul i. Since A -’ is compact and self-adjoint, there exists an orthonormal 
basis of X; consisting of eigenvectors of A; 
Aw,= Ajwj, j= 1, . . . 
0 < A1 <i*, . ..) Aj -+ + cc as j-+00. 
We assume that, for some given CI E [w, the (nonlinear) terms F and G 
satisfy 
F is a bounded and Lipschitz mapping from D( A’) x X2 into D( A”), 
(1.3) 
G is a Lipschitz mapping from D(A”) x #2 into X2. (1.4) 
We denote by M, a Lipschitz constant valid for F and G in the above 
spaces. We set also 2 = D(A”) x 22 and we denote by ) .I the norm on 2: 
I(u, u)l = {IA”ul;+ JuI;}“*. 
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The assumptions made above insure that the initial value problem for 
(1.1 ), (1.2) with initial conditions 
Y(O) = (uo, vo), (uo, uo) Ex, 
has a unique solution y = y(t) = (u(t), u(f)) defined for all t > 0. Moreover 
Yf@:(R+; X”> 
u E L’(O, T; D(Aa+ I’*)), VT>O. 
For t 3 0, we denote by s(t) the continuous mapping from X into 
X’: y, + y(t) which enjoys the usual semi-group properties. 
We finally require two additional technical assumptions. We are given 
0 < I < i and we assume that there exists NE N * such that 
A 
2(2 + I) 
Nf 1- A, > 2J4,(2 + 4 + M, 7’ (1.6) 
where K, is an absolute constant appearing below (see (2.40)). 
We can then state 
THEOREM 1.1. Under assumptions (1.3)-(1.6), there exists an infinite 
dimensional Lipschitz man$old A? c 2 such that 
(i) A! is positively invariant (i.e., S(t).,& c JZ, Vt > 0). Furthermore, 
the dynamics on A is completely determined by an ordinary dcfferential 
equation (see (2.12) below). 
(ii) A attracts exponentially a/Z solutions of (1.1 ), ( 1.2), i.e., 
dist(S(t) y,, A!) + 0 as t-, +co, VyoEX, (1.7) 
and the rate of decay in (1.7) is exponential. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
2.1. Reduction to a Fixed Point Problem 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall denote by A= A,.,, and A = A,,,+ 1 the 
two eigenvalues appearing in (1.5) and (1.6). We set also 
P= PN, Q=I-P,, 
where P, is the orthogonal projector in & onto the space spanned by 
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Wl 9 .,., w,,,. We recall that P and Q commute with AB, VPE R. Note also 
that 
IA z+1’2pI:=(Aa+‘p, A”p), <I IA’p(;, Vp E PD(A or+l’y, (2.1) 
IA a+i’2ql:=(Aa+1q, A’q),>,A IA”ql;, ‘Jq cz QNA a + 1’2). (2.2) 
Now, if (u(t),u(t)) is a solution of (l.l), (1.2), we write u=p+q, 
where p = p( t) = Pu( t) and q = q(t) = Qu( t). Then, p, q are solutions of the 
following equations on PD(Aa) and QD(A”); 
4 
z + Ap + PF(u, v) = 0, (2.3) 
4 
z+Aq+QF((u,v)=O, (2.4) 
where u =p + q. This splitting of u is analog to the one in Foias, Sell and 
Temam [S], where a finite dimensional manifold is constructed. However, 
here, we do not introduce any splitting of v and this will lead to an infinite 
dimensional manifold & parametrized by fl and u. 
More precisely, JZ will be searched in the form 
A+! = {(p + @(P, v), o), p E P&A”), 0 E %}, (2.5) 
where the function @ belongs to the class 9 of Lipschitz functions from 
P&A’) x ;v%; into QD(A”) which satisfy 
lA”(@($,)- @P($,))l I d 1 Iti, - $21, W~,$~EPWA”)X%. 
This set is complete when endowed with the distance 
4@,, @A= sup IA”(@,($) - @2(rl/))l1. 
$ E PLyA’) x .Ki 
Note that (u(t), v(t))=(p(t)+@(p(t), v(t)), y(t)) is a solution of (l.l), 
(1.2) if and only if p(t), q(r) = @(p(t), u(r)) and u(t) satisfy (2.3), (2.4), (1.2) 
with u =p + @(p, u). Assume now that @ is given in .Y and $O = 
(po, U~)E PD(A”) x pZ. We consider II/ = (p, u) = (p(t; tjo, @), u(t; $o, CD)) 
to be a solution of 
$+Ap+PF(p+@($),u)=O, 
du 
2 + G(P + @($), u) = 0, 
P(O) =po, u(0) = uo. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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Since @ is Lipschitz continuous, we infer from standard theorems on 
ordinary differential equations that (2.6), (2.7) possess a unique solution 
$ = Jl(t; tiO, @) which is defined for all t E R. 
We consider then the equation 
4 ;i;+Aq+Qk’(P+@w), u)=O. (2.8) 
Here, CT = - QF(p+ CD($), v) is known and thanks to (1.3) belongs to 
L”(R; D(A*)). Hence, it is easy to check that (2.8) possesses a unique 
solution q which is continuous and bounded from R into QD(A”); 
q = q(t; tie, @) is given by 
q(t)= -II, e-“-‘%(r) dz, fJ = - QF(p + @(II/), u). 
In particular 
q(0) = - r”, eTAQQ~(p + @($I, u) d7 
belongs to QD(A”). Hence, for every GE .F, the function F@ defined by 
F@($o) = q(O; $0; @) 
maps PD(A”) x X2 into QD(A”). We have thus defined a function .AT which 
maps 9 into the set 9 of all functions from PD(A”) x #z into QD(A’); 
It follows from the construction of the operator F that, if @ is a fixed 
point of F, i.e., Y@ = CD, then ~44 given by (2.5) is positively invariant. 
Indeed, by (2.9), we then have 
in= -J”, erAQ QF(u(7, $01, $7, +o)) 6 (2.11) 
where 
Now by replacing tjO by $(T) = $(7; @, pO) in (2.11) and using the fact that 
$(7; @, IL(t)) = $(7 + r; @, $o), 
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we find that 
@($(t)) = -J’ e-(f-T)AQQF(U(T, $o), u(2, $0)) dt. -2 
This shows that q(t)=@(ll/(t)) . IS a solution of (2.8) and (p(t)+@(p(t), 
u(t)), u(t)) is a solution of (l.l), (1.2); hence, S(t)A;eA, V’t>O. 
Note also that, with this construction, one can describe the induced 
ordinary differential equation on A. Indeed if @ is the fixed point of 9, 
then the dynamics on AZ is completely determined by the following system 
for (p, u): 
dp 
dt+AP+PF(p+~(p,v),u)=O, 
do 
~+G(p+@(p,W4=0. 
(2.12) 
More precisely, (2.12) describes an ordinary differential system on 
P& x 3u; ; the trajectories on A itself are given by (u(t), u(t)) with 
u(f) = P(t) + @(P(t)> u(t)). 
Our aim in the sequel is to check that 
(a) Y maps B into itself and has a fixed point @E F. 
(b) The corresponding manifold A given by (2.5) attracts exponen- 
tially all solutions of (l.l), (1.2). 
We will postpone to Section 2.3 the proof of (a) and we first derive in 
Section 2.2 item (b). This result relies on an important property of the 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2): the cone property. 
2.2. The Cone Property 
The cone property concerns the difference of two solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2). 
For y > 0, we introduce the cone 
Let yr=(ur, u,), y2=(uz, u2) be two solutions of (l.l), (1.2). We set 
y = (u, v) = y, - y2. We can then state 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that (1.3), (1.4) hold and that moreover 
A-2>3M,+2M,y+M,/y. (2.13) 
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Then, with the above notations, 
(i) Either y(t,,) E gy for some t, 2 0, in which case y(t) E $, Vt 2 t,. 
(ii) Or y(t) # %$, Vt > 0, in which case 
lA”Qu(~)l 1 G IA”@40)lI exp( -vt), Vt 2 0, (2.14) 
Iy(t)l<(’ +y2)“2 [y(O)/ exp(-vr), \ vlt20, (2.15) 
Y 
where v = A - M, - M,/y > 0. 
Proof. The difference y = (u, v) = (ul - u2, v1 - v2) satisfies 
du 
~+AU+F(U,, v,)-F(u,, v,)=O, 
dv 
z+ G(u,, v,)-‘3~2, ud=O. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
We set p = Pu, q = Qu; these projections are solutions of 
~+A~+P(F(u,,u,)--F(u,,v2))=0, (2.18) 
4 ~+Aq+Q(F(c v,)-F(u*, vz))=O. (2.19) 
We take the scalar product of (2.18) with p in D(A”); using (2.1) and the 
constant M, introduced after (1.4), we obtain 
;f IA~pl:+ IAm+“2pl:= -(PA”(F(u,, o,)-F(u,, u2)), A*p), 
2 -M,(lA%l;+ ,v,;p2 (A”pl, 
2 - ~,w?l: + L‘w: + 14:Y’2 IA”Pl L 
12 -A L‘w: - WWPI: + lW2 IA% I 
-M, IA”ql, IAWl. (2.20) 
Also by taking the scalar product of (2.17) with v in X2, we obtain 
;f bl:= -(G(u,, v,)-G(u2, 02), ~12 
3 -M,(IA”ul:+ Iv,:,“2 142 
2 -~I(le4:+ 14:P2 lvlzrM1 lAWI IuI2. (2.21) 
Id -- 
2 dt MW6 --A I‘e7l:+P2mw:+ 1422P2 lOI*, (2.23) 
A=&M,, PLZ=Ml. 
The cone property follows now from (2.22), (2.23), and (2.13) thanks to 
arguments imilar to the ones in Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell and Temam [4]. 
Note that using the constants 1, pI, 2, p2 introduced in (2.22), (2.23) 
(2.13 ) becomes 
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Whence, combining (2.20) and (2.21), 
(2.22) 
We next take the scalar product of (2.19) with q. Using (2.2) and the 
constant M,, this gives 
;i-LpLy-pI*z/y>o. 
Combining (2.22) and (2.23) we find 
(2.24) 
Q -1 I~“qI:+Y2we4:+ l~l:)+(~1Y2+~2)(I~OL~l: 
+ 14:P2 IA%l,. 
For the proof of (i), we note that if (u(t), u(t)) E a%,,, then 
I~“~l:=Y2(lmJI:+ I43 
and 
The right-hand side of this inequality is strictly negative, thanks to (2.24), 
unless q = 0. This shows that if (u( to), u(t,)) E WY, (u(t), u(t)) cannot leave 
WY for t > t, through its lateral boundary P$,/{ (0, O)}. Also, it cannot leave 
%‘? through its vertex (0, 0), as if (u(t,), u(t,)) = (0,O) then, by the unique- 
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ness of the solutions of the initial value problem (1.1 ), (1.2), 
(u(t), u(t)) = (0, 0), Vt 2 t,. Hence (i). 
To prove (ii), we observe that, if (A”q(r)j: > y’( [Aup( f + /u(t)/ z), 
VtaO, then, by (2.23) 
;$ IA”qlf6 --v lA”ql:, v = ;i - /4*/y. (2.25) 
Thus 
lO( T G lO( f ev( -2vt), 
Wp(t)lf+ ldt)l:GL Wq(O)lfexp(-2vl), 
Y2 
and 
Iwwl: + bwl: G J-$f IA’q(O)(f exp( -2vt) 
Proposition 2.1 is proved. 1 
In the sequel, thanks to assumption (1.6), we shall apply the cone 
property with the cone (y = $): 
g=gl,s= {(t, VIE%, I~~Qtl, ~$WRl:+ lvl:P21. 
In particular, the number v in (2.15) is 
v=A-9M,. (2.26) 
As mentioned before, we now intend to show that the manifold &? given 
by (2.5) when Q, is a fixed point of F in .F attracts exponentially al1 the 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2). We need the following lemma, which states a 
Lipschitz property of the semi-group S(t). 
LEMMA 2.2. Under assumptions (1.3) (1.4), let y,, y2 be two solutions oj 
(1.1) (1.2) and let y=y, - y,. Then 
lY(f)12G2 lY(0)12 for O<tt2to, t,, = (log 2)/8&f,. (2.27) 
Proof: Inequality (2.27) is obtained easily by taking the scalar product 
of (2.16) with u ia D(A”) and of (2.17) with u in Z2. The details are left 
to the reader. 1 
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Consider now a solution y(t) = (u(t), u(t)) of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) starting from a 
point y0 = (u,, vO) E &. We first show that 
dist(S(t)y,, A’) < i dist(y,, A), v’t E [Ikl, -&I, (2.28) 
when t,, is given by (2.27) and 
dist(S(t)yo, J@)= &f, IS(f)y~-%l. 
Let x,, = (cc,, I]~) E .4 and let us denote by x(t) = (t(t), q(r)) the solution of 
(1.1 ), (1.2) with initial condition x(O) = x 0; the orbit x(t) lies in A?. Let I 
be given, c, < t d 2t,. The cone property (Proposition 2.1) applies to the 
difference y(t) - x(t), Then 
- Either y(t) - x(t) $ %?, in which case y(r) - x(r) +! %? for 0 d r < t and 
we infer from (2.15) that 
Iv(t)-4th ~(65)“~ IY~--~I ew(-vl) (v given by (2.26)) 
G 9 IY,- x01 exp( -vhd 
d + lb,-44 
provided 
A 3 9M, + (8M, log 18)/lag 2. 
Since this inequality is a consequence of (1.5), we conclude that 
dWW)~vo, A;“)< I&-x(t)1 d $ I~,-~,I. (2.29) 
Or y(t) - x(r) E V. In this case 
diW(tL A) G Iv(t) - (Wt) + @(Wt), u(f)), u(t))1 
G IA”(Qdt) - @(Mf), 4t)))l,, 
G lA”(Qu - Q5)l I + I4@(f’u> ~1 - @(R, v))l I 
(since Qt(t) = @(R(t), v(t))), 
<(~+l){IA”(Pu-P5)1:+ lu-qI:)}“* 
(since y(t)-x(t)~%‘and @EF), 
G IYo-4. (by (2.27) and since 1~ $), 
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This inequality is similar to (2.29). We have thus shown that 
dist(S(t)y,, -W< f l~~-x~l, vx, E %&if, 
which implies immediately (2.28). 
By iteration, we infer from (2.28) 
dist(S(nt,) y,, A!) d 2-” dist(y,, AZ) 
and, for t 3 to arbitrary, we write t = nt, + t,, n E N, to < t, < 2t, and we 
find that 
dist(S(t)y,, &‘)<2-(“+“dist(y,, A) 
d exp( (1 - t/to) log 2) dist( y,, A), 
dist(S(t) y,, .A) < 2 exp( -8M, t) dist(y,, A), \Jt > to, (2.30) 
which gives the exponential convergence with the rate 8M,. 
2.3. Existence of a Fixed Point 
In this section, we show that the function F defined by (2.10) maps F 
into itself and is a strict contraction in this space. Hence, F will possess a 
unique fixed point in F and this will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We first prove that F maps 9 into itself. This is a straightforward 
consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that (1.3), ( 1.4), (1.6) hold. Then, for every @E 9, 
(2.3 1) 
ProoJ Let there be given CD in 5 and t+bo,, t bo2 E PD(A”) x Sz. We set 
Pitt)=Ptti Il/OiY @), ui(t) = u(t; $Oi, @L 
4i(t)=4(t; IclOi, @)t 
‘itt) =Pitt) + @(PiCth ui(t))5 
p(t) =Pl(t) -P*(f), 41) = u1(t) - u*(t), 
4(t) = 41(t) - q*(t). 
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Hence 
d!i -&+Ap,+PF(u,, u,)=O, i= 1, 2, 
4 
x+AP= -fwu,, h-F(%, d), 
(2.32) 
;-$ IA”pl:+ IAa+1’2pl:> - IAYPF(u,, u,)-PF(U2, uz))l, WPI, 
> - M,(IA”(u, - u,)lf + IW2, 
M, given as before. We have 
JAY% - u*)I I = IA”P + AY@(P,, u,) - @(P21 %))I 1 
d lAWpI, +I(lA”pI:+ lul:)“* 
<(l +I)(IA*pI:+ ,u,y. (2.33) 
Therefore, using also (2.1), 
;-$ IA”PIZ , 3 -A IA’pl:-M,(2+I)(IA’pl:+ ,u,;,“~ IA”pl,. (2.34) 
Now, v satisfies 
du 
z- - - (G(u,, 01) - (3~2, u,)), 
(2.35) 
;; lvl:b -~,(2+w4aPl:+ IuI:)“* 142. (2.36) 
Hence, combining (2.34) and (2.36), 
g(lA9al;+luli)> -(~~+2M,(2+I))(IA*pI:+Iul:). (2.37) 
Similarly 
dq 
x+4= -Q(Qu,, u,)-F(u,, d), 
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and using (2.2) 
;; WY12 , B -A IAaql:+M,(2+1)(JA”pI:+ lo(:)“* lA@ql,. (2.38) 
The inequalities (2.37) and (2.38) are similar to (2.22) and (2.23). There- 
fore, using arguments similar to those in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we 
conclude that the cone property is valid for (p(t) + q(t), u(t)) in the cone 
%,/2= (t, YI)E~, IA”Qtl, +“~CI:+ l~l:)~‘* ,
1 I 
provided the present analog of (2.24) holds, 
n-n-2M,(2+I)-M,27- , (2 + 1) > o 
which is precisely ( 1.6). 
We infer from the cone property that two possibilities can occur on 
(-m,O]: 
(i) Either there exists t, < 0 such that (p(tO) + q(to), u(t,)) E $fY,,*. 
Then, (p(t) + q(t), v(t)) E V/,*, Vt 2 t, and in particular for t = 0 
I‘e(O)l I = I~“(~@(~,,) - ~@($oz))l I
+?wi+ Ib(0)l:)~~2=f I1c/OI -11/021, 
and (2.31) is proved in this case. 
(ii) Or (p(t) + q(t), u(t)) 4 %,,2, Vt d 0. Then, by applying 
of (2.14) on an interval [to, 01, -cc < t, -C 0, we find 
the analog 
where vr =A -2M,(2 + 1)/l (see (2.25)). Since IAaq(tO)l, is bounded, by 
letting t, + -co, we obtain q(O)=0 and (2.31) is trivial in this case. 
The proof of Lemma 2.4 is therefore complete. 1 
We now prove that F is a strict contraction in 9. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that (1.3b( 1.6) hold. Then 
49@p,, F@2) d f d(@, , @2), w,, @,EP. 
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Proof: The proof has some common points with that of Lemma 2.3 
and certain details will be omitted. Let @,, G2 be given in 9 and let 
Ic/o~ PD(A”) x %z. We set 
PiCt) =Ptf; $03 @iL o,(t) = u(c $0, @i), 
$i(l) = (Pitt)3 ui(t))f 
ui(c) =Pitf) + @itPitt), ui(t))t 4itc) = qtci $09 @iI, 
P =PI -P2r u = 0, - u2, 9=41--q2. 
Then (2.32), (2.35) are satisfied, but instead of (2.33) 
IA?% -uz)I, = IA*P+A”~,(~,)-A”~,(~,)I, 
d IA34 I + I~~(@l(‘kl) - @,(IcIz))I 1 
+ IAY@,(IC/2) - @2($2))11 
6(1 +z)(IA”pl:+ Iulp2+d(@,, @2). 
Hence, (2.37) can be replaced by 
;&w:+ IbI:)+LwPI:+ 14:) 
2 -2M, 4@,, @,)wpl:+ 14:P2, 
~~I~~~I:+lul:),‘2+~,(1~~~l:+lu1i)”2~ -2M,d(@*,@,), 
(2.39) 
I,=A+2A4,(2+Z). 
We want to bound IA’(S@,(ll/O) - FcP~(~~/~))I,. Due to (2.9), we have 
F@l($O) - ~@2($,) = 1, + 12, 
s 
0 
I, = eTAQWk72 + @2($2L 02) - QF(p2 + @1($2), ~2)) & 
-x 
I 
0 
I2 = erAQ@02 + @,(11/2L u2)- QO, + @,($,I, 0,)) dr. -m 
It is easy to estimate IA”Z, I , . Indeed 
I‘4”(02 + @2(IcI2), 02) -f-b, + @,(v52), u2))I I 
d M, IAa(@1(ti2) - @,(11/2))1, d M, d(@,, @2). 
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Also, as shown in Foias, Sell, and Temam [S], there exists an absolute 
constant K, such that 
Hence 
(2.40) 
d K,A -‘M, d(@,, az,). (2.41) 
Now, we note that I, = q(O), where 4 is the unique solution continuous 
and bounded from R into QD(A’) of 
As for (2.38), we find 
; IA% , < -A 1Aa41, +M,(2+Z)(IA”pI:+ lul;)“*. 
In particular, at every time t where 
IAWt)l, NA”p(t)l:+ I~(#)“* 
holds, then 
(2.42) 
$ IA”411 +& IA”411 GO, J1 = A - M,(2 + I). (2.43) 
Assume now that I, = $0) # 0. Then, since p(O) = u(O) = 0, (2.42) holds 
for I d 0 sufficiently small in absolute value. A priori, two possibilities may 
occur on (-co, 01. 
(i) Either (2.42) holds for every t<O. In this case, due to (2.43) 
IA’W)l 1 G IAWb)l 1 eMA lo), Vt, < 0. 
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Since ;i > 0 by (1.6) and 1 A”g(t,,)\ , remains bounded as t, + - 03, we 
obtain by letting t, + - co, 4(O) = 0; in fact, this case cannot occur. 
(ii) Or (2.42) is not valid for all t d 0. Then, there exists t, < 0 such 
that (2.42) holds for t,< tb0 and 
Iodt )I = (lA”fdt )I*+ INf )12P2 0 I 0 I 02 . 
By subtracting (2.43) from (2.39) we find that on (to, 0) we have 
~~IA.91~-~lA”I,l:+l~lS~‘“~+~~,-~~!I~~~l~ 
- wpl: + bl:,“‘, d 2M, 4@,, @2), 
which yields by integrating on (to, 0) 
IA”q(O)l, = IA”Z,I 1 <‘“g”; @*I 
I I 
(2.44) 
To conclude, we infer from (2.41) and (2.44) that 
2Mi 
A - 1. - 3M,(2 + I) 4@,, @2) 
Gf4@,, @2) (thanks to (1.5) and (1.6)). 
Lemma 2.5 is proved. 1 
We have thus shown that f maps 9 into itself and is a strict contrac- 
tion in 9. Hence, since 9 is complete, 9 possesses a unique fixed point 
@ in 9. Then, the Lipschitz manifold J& given by (2.5) is positively 
invariant and its dynamics can be described by the ordinary differential 
equation (2.12) (see Section 2.1); & attracts exponentially all solutions of 
(l.l), (1.2) (see Section 2.2). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
II. INERTIAL MANIFOLDS FOR PARTLY DISSIPATIVE 
REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS 
Our aim in the second part of this work is to derive the existence of 
inertial manifolds for some partly dissipative reaction-diffusion systems by 
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using the results of Part I. We first study in Section 3 some systems with 
a polynomial growth nonlinearity. We then consider in Section 4 systems 
admitting a positively invariant region. 
3. SYSTEMS WITH A POLYNOMIAL GROWTH NONLINEARITY 
Let D denote either an interval of R or a rectangle of UT!* of the form 
52 = (0, 27t/a,) x (0, 271/a,), where (~~/a~)~ is rational. 
We consider the following initial-boundary value problem involving a 
vector function (u, u) from Q x R + into R2; (u, u) satisfies 
$?du+h(x; u)+f(x, u)=O, 
au -& + a(x)u + g(x, 24) = 0, 
(3.1) 
together with the initial conditions 
4x, 0) = u,(x), 4x, 0) = u,(x), (3.2) 
and one of the following three boundary conditions for U; 
Dirichlet 24=0on asz, 
Neumann $=O on ai-2, 
Periodic u is Q-periodic. (3.3) 
Here, the diffusion coefficient d is positive; the functions h, f, CT, and g are 
assumed to be twice continuously differentiable and to satisfy 
6, lulk-63<h(x, u)u<6, lulk+63, k > 2, (3.4) 
hL(x, u) 2 - 64, (3.5) 
mx, u)l G 853 (3.6) 
4x) 2 &, (3.7) 
IdAx, u)l Q 673 I&(x, u)l G&(1 + bl)~ (3.8) 
where the 6;s are positive constants. 
We first recall some results on Problem (3.1 t(3.3) borrowed from 
Marion [7]. We set H=L2(S2)2; for all (Q, u,,)E H, (3.1)(3.3) possesses 
a unique solution (u(t), u(t)) E %?( R + ; H) and we denote by 5’(t) the con- 
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tinuous mapping (u,, v,,) -+ (u(t), u(t)). There exists a ball B(0, pr ) of H of 
center 0 and of radius pr which is an absorbing set for S( .), i.e., such that 
For every bounded set B c H, there exists t, = t,(B) 
such that S(t)Bc B(0, pl), Vt2 t,(B). (3.9) 
Moreover, the o-limit set of this ball denoted by -c4, 
~=WW,pd= n u wB(o,~~)“, 
T20 r>s 
is the universal attractor for S( .) in H and zz’ has finite Hausdorff and 
fractal dimensions. We recall that d is the unique compact set in H such 
that 
S(t)d=d, Vt 3 0, 
lim dist(S(t)B, &)=O, for every bounded set Bc H. 
I--t +n3 
Finally, we shall need the following time uniform estimate on the solutions 
of (3.1 t(3.3) whose proof is given in the appendix of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant p2 > 0 such that, for every bounded 
set B c H, there exists t, = t*(B) such that 
Ilu(t H2(Q) d P2? vt>t,, V(uo, uo) E 4 (3.10) 
where (u(t), u(t)) is the solution of (3.1)-(3.3). 
Here we denote by 1.1 the norm on L*(Q) and by 11. IIX the norm on any 
other Banach space X. 
A subset A$! c H is an inertial manzfold for (3.1 k(3.3) if it has the three 
properties 
~2 is a Lipschitz manifold, (3.11), 
J%! attracts exponentially the solutions of (3.1)-(3.3), 
i.e., dist(S(t). (u,, uo), A) + 0, as t + + co, for every 
(u,, oo) E H and the rate of decay is exponential and 
uniform with respect o the bounded sets of H, (3.1112 
S(t)(d n B,) c J%‘, Vt > 0, for some absorbing set B, 
of (3.1 t(3.3) and the dynamics on ~2 n B, is 
completely determined by an ordinary differential 
equation called an inertial form of the evolutionary 
problem (3.1)-(3.3). (3.11)3 
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Property (3.1 l)* implies that an inertial manifold must contain the univer- 
sal attractor. As mentioned in the Introduction, this definition differs from 
the one in Foias, Sell, and Temam [S], since we allow here the manifold 
to be infinite dimensional. Our aim is to prove 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that (3.4)-(3.8) hold. Then 
(i) There exists an inertial manifold JV for Problem (3.1))(3.3). 
(ii) J&’ is given by (3.15) and the inertial form is the ordinary differen- 
tial system (3.16). 
ProojY Theorem 3.2 is proved by applying the results of Part I to a 
modified problem. Before introducing this problem, we need some 
preliminary remarks. Thanks to (3.9) and (3.10), the set 
is an absorbing set for (3.1)-(3.3). In particular, we have S(t)B, c B, for 
t larger than some T > 0; furthermore, by a slight modification of the argu- 
ment of the proof of Lemma 3.1, one checks the existence of a constant 
p3 > 0 such that 
w)B, c B, = ((4 4 E fw4 x L*(Q), II~I~~~~), 14 GP& (3.12) 
for 0 < t < T. Since B, 3 B,, (3.12) clearly holds for every t 3 0. Now, using 
the classical Sobolev imbedding H*(Q) 4 L”(Q), we infer from (3.12) 
that 
S(t)&,cB~= {(u, ~)~~mP)~~2P), I14L~(czjr Iul GP~), Vt>O, 
(3.13) 
for some p4 > 0. Note that, since BO is an absorbing set, (3.13) yields that 
B, is also an absorbing set. 
Let f3 denote a ?Zm function from R into [0, l] with 
e(s)= 1 for Odsd 1, e(s) = 0 for s > 2. 
We consider the problem 
$ddu+u+O 2 (h(x,u)-u)+e 
0 
(3.14) 
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associated to the boundary condition (3.3), where p4 is given by (3.13). 
This system can be rewritten in an abstract form 
~+Au+F(u,u)=O, 
$+G(u, o)=O, 
where A is the linear unbounded operator on 8 = L*(Q), 
A= -dA+l, 
D(A) = { UE H2(Q), u satisfies (3.3)}, 
and F, G are two mappings from I? = H = L2(Q)2 into 2: 
F( u, u)(x) = 6 (4x3 u(x)) - u(x)) + 8 (3) f(x, u(x)), 
G(u, u)(x) = 4.x) u(x) + dx, 4x)). 
Then, A is positive, self-adjoint and A-’ is compact; let 1, < 1, d ... < 
2, + + a3 denote the eigenvalues of A. The assumptions (1.3), (1.4) are 
satisfied for CI = 0, X2 = L2(Q). Moreover, it follows from classical spectral 
results (see Courant and Hilbert [3]) that %, - cj*“’ as j+ + co, where n 
denotes the space dimension; this yields (1.5), and also (1.6) for n = 1. For 
n = 2, a result from number theory (see Richards [S]) implies that, on the 
square Q = (0,21c)*, 
lim sup (A,, , -A,) = co. 
j- +cr 
This result is extended in Mallet-Paret and Sell [6] to the case of a 
rectangle Q = (0,27c/a,) x (0,2Q/a,) provided (al/a2)* is rational and this 
gives (1.6) for n = 2. Hence, Theorem 1.1 applies and provides the existence 
of an infinite dimensional Lipschitz manifold J# which is positively 
invariant for the semi-group S(t) associated to (3.14) and attracts exponen- 
tially ail the solutions of (3.14); Jae is given by 
Af= {(p+@(p, u), u), PEP&, OE=%>, (3.15) 
where P is a spectral projector with finite rank in &, and @ is a Lipschitz 
mapping from Priq x cyi”2 into (I- P) A?, ; moreover, the dynamics induced 
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by s(t) on A is completely determined by the system of ordinary differen- 
tial equations 
4 
$+G(p+@(p,u),u)=O. 
(3.16) 
Finally, it follows from (2.30) that there exist three constants t,, cr, and c2 
such that 
dist($t) y,, A’) < c, exp( -cZt) dist(y,, JZ), Vt 2 to, vyo E Yr. 
(3.17) 
We now prove that the properties (3.11) are satisfied by the Lipschitz 
manifold A’. By the definition of the modified problem (3.14), the semi- 
group S(t) and S(t) act identically on the absorbing set B,, i.e., 
S(t) (uo, 00) = w . (uo, uo), V(uo, 00) E Bo. 
This implies immediately (3.11 )3 thanks to the invariance of A for s( .) 
and since the dynamics induced by S( .) and s( .) coincides on A! n B,. 
Next, (3.1 l)* follows from a property analog to (3.17) for the semi-group 
S(t). More precisely, for all R > 0, there exist t, = t3(R) and c3 = c3(R) such 
that 
dist(S(t) y,, d) d c3 exp( - c2 t), Vt 2 t,, Vyo = (u,, uo) E B(O, R), 
c2 given by (3.17). (3.18) 
Indeed, let y, = (u,, uo) E B(0, R). Since B, given by (3.13) is an absorbing 
set, there exists t, = t4(R) such that S(t)y,e B,, Vt > t4. Thus, we have for 
t > t3 = max(t,, to), 
S(t)Yo = s(t - t3) S(t3) yo= 30 - t3) S(t3) Yo, 
and, by using (3.17), 
dWS(t) Y,, JO < cl exp(-c,(t - t3)) dist(S(y,) yo, -4 
d c1 exp(c,t,) dist(B,, JZ) exp( -c,t), 
where 
dist( B,, A) = sup dist( y, JX). 
YE& 
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This gives (3.18) with c3=c1 exp(c,t,)dist(&, A). We have thus shown 
that .k? satisfies the properties (3.11). The proof of Theorem 3.2 is therefore 
complete. 1 
We conclude Section 3 by giving an example to which Theorem 3.2 
applies. We consider the problem 
g-ddu+h(u)+~s=O, 
~+ou+j?u=o, 
(3.19) 
where CJ > 0, 6, fl E IR, and h is a polynomial of odd degree > 1 with a 
positive leading coefficient. The assumptions (3.4)-(3.8) are satisfied. 
Theorem 3.2 applies and gives the existence of an inertial manifold JZ 
which contains the universal attractor -r$; moreover, &Z is given by (3.15) 
and the dynamics on k’n B, for some absorbing set B, is entirely deter- 
mined by the system of ordinary differential equations (3.16). 
Appendix: Proof of Lemma 3.1 
Let (u,, uO) E Bc B(0, R) c H and let I+> 0 be fixed. It follows from 
Marion [7] that there exists t, = t,(R) such that 
lu(t)12 + 14t)12 d p:, vtat,, 
(3.20) 
,+r 
s i 
n lulZk-*dxds<c4, Qt > t, + r, 
I 
IWt)12 d c5, Vt >, t, + 2r, 
(3.21) 
,+r 
J, (Aul* dsdc,, Qt > t, + 2r, 
where cd, c5, cg are constants independent of R. Thus, we infer from the 
Eqs. (3.1) that U’ = au/at and U’ = au/at satisfy 
j’+’ lull* ds, j’+r lull* ds<c,, Vt 2 t, + 2r. (3.22) 
, , 
Also, by differentiating the first equation (3.1) with respect to t, we find 
that U’ is a solution of 
ad 
t-ddu’+h~(x,u)u’+f:(x,o)vl=O. (3.23) 
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By taking the scalar product of (3.23) with U’ in & and using (3.5), (3.6), 
this gives 
(3.24) 
We now apply the uniform Gronwall lemma (see [7, Lemma 2.31) to 
(3.24) and we deduce from (3.24) and (3.22) that there exists a constant cx 
such that 
au 2 
W(t)12= -(t) beg, I 1 at 
Vt 2 t, + 3r. (3.25) 
We conclude the proof of Lemma 3.1 by using the Sobolev imbedding 
theorems. Indeed, since H’(Q) -+ L@(Q), V/3 E [ 1, + 00 [, we infer from the 
first equation (3.1) and the estimates (3.25), (3.21), and (3.20) that 
Wt)12 G c9, 
which yields (3.10). 1 
Vt 2 t, + 3r, 
4. SYSTEMS ADMITTING A POSITIVELY INVARIANT REGION 
We investigate in this section systems admitting a positively invariant 
region. The precise assumptions on the equations are stated in Section 4.1 
and we also derive there the existence of an inertial manifold. Section 4.2 
contains examples borrowed from mathematical biology, physics, and 
chemistry to which our results apply. 
4 1. Existence of an Inertial Manifold 
Let Q denote again either an interval of R or a rectangle of R2 of the 
form D = (0,2n/a,) x (0,2x/a,), where (al/az)2 is rational. 
Let m = m, + m,, m,, m, E N *. The system we consider here involves a 
vector function (u, u) from Q x R, into FP x Rm2 and has the form 
$-dAu+f(x, u, o)=O, 
; + G(x, u)u + g(x, u) = 0, 
(4.1) 
where d>O, f = (f,, . . . . f,,) is a function of class V2 on fix R”, 
g = (8,) ...f g,,) is a function of class %Y2 on 0 x R”‘, and G = (g,,) is a 
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square matrix of order m2 whose coefftcients are functions of class V2 on 
Sz x IV”. We supplement (4.1) with the initial conditions 
4x, 0) = u,(x), 4x, 0) = u,(x), (4.2) 
and a boundary condition for u of either Dirichlet or Neumann or periodic 
type. For the moment, we restrict ourselves to a Dirichlet boundary 
condition 
u=o on asz. (4.3) 
We make the following assumptions on this initial-boundary value 
problem. First, 
There exists a closed convex region 9 c [w”’ which is positively invariant. 
(4.4) 
We recall that a region 28 c Iw” is positively invariant if any solution (u, u) 
with boundary data and initial data (no(x), u,Jx)) in 9 for every (or almost 
every) ~~52 satisfies (u(x, t), u(x, t)) E 9 for all time t for which the 
solution exists (see Chueh, Conley, and Smoller [l], Tartar [9]). 
For the mathematical setting of the problem, we introduce the functional 
space 
H=L2(Q;9)= ((24, u)EL*(SZ)~, (u(x), u(x))E~ for a.e. XEQ). 
We assume that (4.1)-(4.3) is well posed in H in the sense 
For (u,, U~)E H, (4.1))(4.3) possesses a unique 
solution (u, u) for all positive time, (u(t), u(t)) E H, 
V’t > 0, u E L2(0, r, H;(z~)~~), VT> 0. The mapping 
S(t): (u,, uO) + (u(t), u(t)) is continuous in H. 
Moreover, if (u,, u,,) E HA(Q)m’ x L2(Q)“2 n H, then 
u E L2(0, T; H2(Q)ml), Vt > 0. 
Finally, we require that 
(4.5) 
There exist 6 > 0 such that 
;(G(x, u) + G*(x, u)) B SI, V(x, u, u) E i-2 x 9, (4.6) 
f, g, and the partial derivatives of orders one and 
two off, g, and G be bounded on 0 x $2, 
There exist a bounded and Lipschitz mapping 
7: ax II%” + R”’ and a Lipschitz mapping 
S: fi x [w”’ -+ lQ”* such that 
(4.7) 
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7(x, u, 0) =f(x, 4 0) V(x, z4, u) Ed x 9, 
t(x, u, 0) = G(x, ub + Ax, u) V(x, u, U)EI(ZXsB. (4.8) 
It is shown in Marion [7] that, under assumptions (4.4)-(4.7), Problem 
(4.1)-(4.3) possesses an absorbing set B, and the o-limit set of B,, 
~2 = w(B,), is the universal attractor. Moreover, .I&’ has finite Hausdorff 
and fractal dimensions. 
We introduce the modified problem 
$dAu+Rx, u, u)=O, 
&J 
(4.9) 
z+ax, 4 u)=O, 
associated to the Dirichlet boundary condition, where 7, 2 are given by 
(4.8). This system can be rewritten in the abstract form (l.l)-( 1.2) by 
setting 
A= -dA, D(A) = Him’ n H2(R)“‘, (4.10) 
and, for (u, u) E A? = JC~(Q)~, 
F(u, u)(x) =7h u(x), 4x)), G(u, o)(x) =iT(x, 4x1, u(x)). 
Thanks to (4.8), the assumptions (1.3), (1.4) are satisfied with 
Yq = L2(.Q)m’, x2 = L2(f2p, u = 0. Moreover, (1.5) and the spectral gap 
condition (1.6) are derived as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 above. Hence, 
Theorem 1.1 applies and gives the existence of a Lipschitz manifold A 
which is positively invariant for the semi-group S(t) associated to (4.9) and 
which attracts exponentially all the solutions of (4.9); A has the form 
~={(P+~(P,u),u),PEP~X;,u~~}, (4.11) 
where P is a spectral projector with finite rank in & and @ is a Lipschitz 
mapping from Pyi”; x ZZ into (I- P),X; ; furthermore, the dynamics 
induced by S(t) on A is completely determined by the system of ordinary 
differential equations on P;X; x Xl ; 
(4.12) 
du 
z+ G(P + @(p, u), VI= 0. 
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Due to the definition of the modified problem (4.9), the semi-group S( .) 
and s(. ) coincide on H, i.e., 
S(t)u = S(t)u, VUEH, Vt>O. (4.13) 
This yields, since A is invariant for s(. ), 
S(t)(A n H) d ~2 n H, Vt 2 0. (4.14) 
It is now straightforward to conclude that A! is an inertial manifold for 
(4.1)-(4.3). Indeed, it follows from (4.13) that A! attracts exponentially all 
the solutions of (4.1)-(4.3), i.e., (3.11), , while (4.14) implies that (3.11), 
holds for any absorbing set B,. 
We have thus shown 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (4.4)-(4.8) hold, Then 
(i) There exists an inertial manifold JV for Problem (4.1 k(4.3). 
(ii) A$’ is given by (4.11). 
(iii) d n H is invariant and the dynamics induced by (4.1t(4.3) on 
An H is completely determined by the system of ordinary differential 
equations (4.12). 
We now show briefly how Theorem 4.1 can be extended to the case of 
a boundary condition for u of either Neumann type, 
au 
av- - 0, (4.15), 
or of periodic type, 
u is Q-periodic. (4.15), 
We assume here that (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) hold without any modification 
except that, in (4.5), H;(Q)“” is replaced by H’(Q)“1 for the Neumann 
boundary condition and by Hi(Q)ml for the periodic one. We also require 
that 
The positively invariant region 9 be bounded. (4.16) 
Then, according to Marion [7], Problem (4.1)-(4.2)(4.15); possesses an 
absorbing set B, and the o-limit set of B,, &=oJ(B,), is the universal 
attractor; moreover, d has finite Hausdorff and fractal dimensions. 
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Let 5 denote a %?=-truncation function from R” into [0, l] which is 
equal to 1 on 9. We delineT Q x R” + !R”* and g: a x R” + lR”* by setting 
7(x, u, u) = au, u)(f(x, u, 0) - u), 
g(x, u, u) = 5(u, u)(G(x, u)u + dx, u)). 
The system (4.9) is replaced by 
g-ddu+u+f(x, u, u)=O, 
8U 
z+t(x, u, u)=O. 
This system can be rewritten in the abstract form (1.1 t(1.2) with, instead 
of (4.10), 
A= -dLl+[, 
where D(A) = H2(Q)m* or HA(Q)m’ n H2(Q)m1 according to the boundary 
condition considered. Then, by the same arguments as above, one can 
check the following analog of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that (4.4)-(4.6) and (4.16) hold. Then 
(i) There exists an inertial manifold JZ for Problem (4.1)-(4.2)- 
(4.15),. 
(ii ) .M is given by (4.11). 
(iii) J? n H is invariant and the dynamics induced by (4.1)-(4.2)- 
(4.15), on An H is completely determined by the system of ordinary 
dljjferential equations (4.12). 
Remark 4.3. It is straightforward to note that, with the above assump- 
tions (4.4)-(4.6) and (4.16), the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 remain valid 
for the Dirichlet boundary condition. Hence, in all the examples of 
Section 4.2 with a compact positively invariant region, we shall apply 
Theorem 4.2 for the three boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann, 
periodic). 
Remark 4.4. We have considered in (4.1) a scalar diffusion matrix 
D = dr,, . However, using a gap theorem for families of quadratic forms 
proved in Mallet-Paret and Sell [6, Appendix A], Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
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can be easily extended to the case of a diagonal diffusion matrix 
D = diag(d,, . . . . d,,), where d,/d, is rational for i = 2, . . . . m, 
4.2. Examples 
We describe some examples of reaction-diffusion systems to which the 
results of Section 4.1 apply. 
ExAhrPLE 4.5: HODGKIN-HUXLEY EQUATIONS. This system describes the 
nerve impulse transmission. Here, Q = (0, L) and the system is of the form 
(4.1) with m,=l, m,=3: 
with y, > 0, 0, > cr3 > 0 > rs2. Furthermore, d> 0, ki, h, are $Y functions 
and satisfy ki > 0, 1 > hi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3; u represents the electrical potential 
in the nerve, while vr, II*, v3 represent chemical concentrations. 
It is proved in Chueh, Conley, and Smoller [ 1 ] that (4.17) possesses a 
compact positively invariant region 9; (4.6) is obviously satisfied and (4.5) 
is checked thanks to classical arguments (see, for example, Marion [7]). 
Theorem 4.2 applies and gives the existence of an inertial manifold J%e (the 
boundary condition is either the Dirichlet or the Neumann or the periodic 
boundary condition). More precisely, let A denote the operator 
-d2/8x2 + I associated to the considered boundary condition and let 5 be 
a gk’“-truncation function on lR4 which is equal to 1 on 9. Then, A! is 
given by 
Jz= {(P -t @(P, v), v), P E PL2(Q), u E L2u2)3}, 
where P is a spectral projector with finite rank and @ is a Lipschitz 
mapping from PL’(Q )x (L2(Q))3 into (Z-P) L=(Q); A! n L2(Q; 9) is 
au2 
(4.17) 
-=g +k*(U)(V2 - h*(U)) = 0, 
2 + k3(U)(V3 - hj(U)) =0. 
We have 
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invariant and the dynamics induced by (4.17) on J%! n L’(O; 9) can be 
described by the following system on PL2(Q) x (L2(Q))3; 
hi 
x+ 4(PY ‘) ki(P)("i-hi(P))=oT 1 <i<3. 
EXAMPLE 4.6: FITZHUGH-NAGUMO EQUATIONS. These equations are 
also intended to describe the signal transmission across axons; they read 
au a% ~-iix'+h(u)+u=o, 
au ~+Su-au=o. 
(4.18) 
Here, Q=(O,L), m,=m,=l, a>O, 6>0, and h(u)=u(u-/I)(u-l), 
0 < /I < 4. As in (4.17), u represents the electrical potential in the axon, but 
u has a more complicated interpretation. 
It is proved in Chueh, Conley, and Smoller [l] that (4.18) possesses a
compact invariant region 9; (4.6) is obvious and (4.5) is checked as in 
Example 4.5. Theorem 4.2 applies and yields the existence of an inertial 
manifold 4 (the boundary condition is either the Dirichlet or the 
Neumann or the periodic boundary condition). The inertial manifold 4 
and the inertial form on J& n L2(Q; 9) can be described as in Example 4.5. 
EXAMPLE 4.7: A SYSTEM OF SOLID COMBUSTION TYPE. This example 
leads to a noncompact invariant region. We consider the system 
~-Au-auh(u)=O, 
au z + auh( u) - k(x) = 0. 
(4.19) 
Here, Q is either an interval of Iw or a rectangle (0, 2n/a,) x (0,2x/a,) of R2 
with (a1/a2)2 rational; m, =m2 = 1, G >O, k is a +?* function on a with 
k 2 0 and we have 
h(u)=exp - 
( 
P(l -u) 
> l+y(u-1) ’ 
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where fi > 0, y E 10, 1 [I; u represents the temperature while u represents the 
concentration of the solid reactant (see Marion [7] for more details on the 
model). 
The assumptions (4.4))(4.7) are checked in [7]; in particular, (4.19) 
possesses a positively invariant region 9 = [0, + cc [ x [0, K] with K E R+. 
Let C$ be a G?Yz-truncation function from R into [0, l] which is equal to 1 
on [0, K]. We extend h to be defined on IR by setting 
h(u) = 0 if uE]--c~,F], 
and we define 7: R2 + R and 2: Sz x R2 -+ R by setting 
.b> u) = -out(u) h(u), g(x, u, u) = ou((u) h(u) - k(x). 
Then, (4.8) is satisfied. Theorem 4.1 applies and gives the existence of an 
inertial manifold (for the Dirichlet boundary condition). More precisely, let 
A denote the operator -A associated to he Dirichlet boundary condition; 
JC has the form 
dd!f ={(P + @(P, u), u), p E PL2(Q), u E L2(Q)), 
where P is a spectral projector with finite rank and @ is a Lipschitz map- 
ping from PL’(l2) x L’(Q) into (Z-P) L*(Q); An L’(Q; 9) is invariant 
and the dynamics induced on A? n L2(Q; 9) can be described by the 
following system on PL*(Q) x L*(Q); 
4 
dv 
z + ou((u) h(p) -k(x) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.8: FELD-NOYES EQUATIONS. The equations of this last 
example serve as a model for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky equations in 
chemical kinetics; they read 
(4.20) 
au, 1 
~+~(Uu,+ul-~u,)=O, 
802 ~+(7(u’-u)=o. 
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Here Q is either an interval of R or a rectangle (0,27c/a,) x (0,2n/a,) of R2 
with (a,/~*)~ rational; m, = 1, m2 = 2, ~1, /?, y, 0 are positive constants; 
U, u, , u2 represent chemical concentrations. 
It is proved in Chueh, Conley, and Smaller [ 1 ] that (4.20) possesses a
compact invariant region 9; (4.6) is obvious and (4.5) is checked in 
Marion [7]. Theorem 4.2 applies and yields the existence of an inertial 
manifold A! (for a boundary condition of either Dirichlet or Neumann or 
periodic type). The inertial manifold J?’ and the inertial form induced on 
A! n L2(Q; 9) can be described as in Example 4.5. 
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